Hox Gah. got Itshang, a.

Hox Gah. c'tan, sun.

with

↓

summer time

↓

summer
Hol Gal to back 5 ft. now

New to

Hol Gal, shudder, icy.
Hox Gal. 25 Febr. 1847

Hox Gal. Kharz, winter.

But Kharz TKH, wintering.

Eels in the winter.

Above gives his exact volunteering. This is the first language I have found which has the kh in the word for winter.
Hox gal m’shít. Lâk.

Gal 2nd deh “in-tun.”

island. The gal. spoke 2nd island in a river. This means a landlot.
Hox Gal. 183 yée, firewood.

But Titchin, stick of wood.

Hox. Gal (N. Gal) is by Harrison:

Salt: Chasta, man ask his

Is this Chetco language?

Harrison says that the above
is a word for salt he has heard
but is not sure if it is Chetco
language, possibly Takelma
language. Hoxie says that salt
language. The Indians,

had a substance the

lizards

learned from the

for it. He

never

0057
equally high

Keraj. man - tank - town.

Get lots of houses.
In annotation "Bit" refers to Bitanny, a Navaho informant.

His) Gal. Kos'teh'o, cactosp. They have a bit of them too. They have big cacti's with pins on each long.

For gives the above word xw'atz'jo, thorns. The nearest thing in Gal to his UH word.

Bit connects the above with Nav. word for cactus, & interchanges with x.
Hor: Gal. Kaaš'dá' tcho, raven
but kaaš lóy
Crow. Notice that in Horix's pronunciation Tek is aspirated in stho, while in ły it is unaspirated st tek. If

Hor: Gal. Koos t'k', feather. Necennooth wà t'k', his feathers
Horix points at that long-feather, feather - feather down one 3 separate conceptions.
Note: The handwriting is difficult to read. It appears to be a record of measurements and notes. The text includes abbreviations and units of measurement. The information might be related to agriculture or some form of technical record.
"Gal watch it, his tail.

tel'si, tel'si, tail when

Dorje gave the word for tail in
its unpronounced form, he gave
it always as tel'si. He

used... points out that the tail of a
bird is a very different thing
from the tail of a mammal.

How Gal c'd ri, my head.

Feeling a scratch.

But c'd ri, my head.

I looked

in ri, my face.
the goal. Ask this question:

"How can we test this claim?"

Don't forget that it wasn't 2 weeks; it was 3 weeks. Remember: it's not an affair. It's just a test.

Study the goal carefully. It is not a simple task.

What is the significance of this? It is crucial for success.

The goal is significant because:

- It is the foundation for the entire project.
- It sets the direction for all future work.
- It is the end goal that all efforts are directed towards.

Let's break it down:

1. Identify the key elements of the goal.
2. Understand the implications of each element.
3. Plan how to achieve each element.

In conclusion:

The goal is not just a statement; it is the driving force behind the entire project. By breaking it down and understanding its significance, we can ensure that we are on the right path to success.
How geral 5. Dr. j's plce. T account.

my eyebrow.

How geral c.l. a.u.?; my eyes.

(tw's possesivial - oe metathesis &/?)
Hexgal c'Thaeye - my son.
Halfway used to be.

Hexgal ci'so's, my now.
Now dead.

(remember that Gannian
has this same kind of
pemmican possessive in the
word for nose)
'ngal e't'o', my mouth

'ngal s'daš to'o', my tongue
Hor. gal. 59 05', my teeth 79 05', his teeth almost 59 fully.

Hor. gal. eyigeh 60, my lower jaw.

Hor. gal. eyigeh 60, my lower jaw.

UH has y cut Hor. seems to give...
For God, oh, my foot. But for God, oh, my rib.

wife

my rib
Ho Ga'l 'ssiiye', my heart
wa ssiiye' his

Ho Ga'l 'ssiiye', my songs
How jolly, my dines.

The c. to my. before 6, seemed half-way associated.

How jolly, c'tis ii'tse', my gut; my small intestines

But c'pay', my belly

We pay', his belly. But

m'ri', house

f'ell'iz'ed

c'ide', my horse

I app. a real e - just as

in under certain conditions time

to 1, so in ev. under certain

conditions turns to 6.
How Gal. that he is not well. He is coughing.


The two words for testicle possessed by Gal. are represented by only one word in Hex.

My testicles does not appear in Gal.
Hxix knows no word for public hair.

Hxix knows many words for body hair in.

Thought the word for public hair might be an.

Gal op.

Tall.

Testicle hair.

His.
Here's a photo of one page of a document. The text appears to be handwritten and somewhat difficult to read. It seems to be discussing some form of criticism and possibly a process or method, but the handwriting is quite潦草, making it challenging to transcribe accurately.
They got in action from the muddy and wet street and went to a room where the witnesses were. 

But the high sign of the law was clear.

A witness is a man.

A witness has spoken.

The law has spoken.
Hor. gal. (A \times \theta + \frac{1}{2}) my body

but te' a 874/8 meat with

any 2/s. But may c my c-

\[ \theta + \theta + \frac{3}{2} = \text{beef} \]

\[ \text{not 2222} \]

Hor. gal. \& da', my brains

\text{Hor. says plain & whereas my}

\text{sold s}
Hor. Gal. c'tte, my blood

But c'tte, my

nose is bleeding too.

Inf. Kelly

Hor. Gal. to'th, sincerely (to.

I bow & arrow. From
dear's back. with lock.

But c'tte, k.e., my

sleeves in my wrist

not cut this short for

sewing. Cannot sell this

silk, in my own body

t'elk.

0082
“Gal.” = tō-dee, corpse. I suppose dead dead body.

He comments that the above is just the word equivalent to Eng. corpse.

"Hoix Gal. jî-n-yû, i.e., crazy."
But no word like that among you here, except that in the
Makant language, if address a group of people whom I
can address to address as:

Gah to the turn = at
Th... it happened, but
if I merely mention the
name, if it is Tho Tho,

But ask people
= Tho Tho to nii

N one word for
like, how to gather the
thite.
pitiful was their manner to get back to some
land, for just as here, we are all dying
in this country.

But... if we

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she

I'm sure she
Wet gal teedlee, 1 man.
Thigh level long

But teeted Lee, drip
Thigh level long

But gota come with a
for d. Agony. teeted Lee
said in a funny kind of voice.

Gal
almost y here
Hor
Thigh long eel

Thigh long eel

T6 or yee klee, woman.

some anent as s.

Jeeceless

This is Tailed
in, you don't like
to sight for it.
Hor. Gal. when I ask him what
rate you is he says that
that special long (slows that)
may be along relation (equal long)
was in address. But
Hor. to Shock 
Gal., to shock me that is 
take in your 
feeling

Gal. not to
Hor. To shock me

Eeemush

me that is 
take in your 
feeling
Gal.
How's lady young man, spl.

But can't get word for y. woman, says sce khee to sakhhe, lit. not.

or small woman

Gal.
How sce khee leader.

The young boy (lit. fit).
10 yr. 6 ft.

Non-addressive.
Horatia Kecklee, a child
a baby. Also Kecklee
‘tis in — a very small
its final m
baby. app. old.
Gal. on Apple gate
is pretty near the same
only the voice is dif. in
a few things we called
Shelly Half.
Hoe Ga'le Th' me', my son.

oe, my dahter.

m'ma, my mother.

end, my mother.

Hoe Ga'le (Tepe me' le), my brother.

Horie says this means my

older or younger brother.

Nar. for y. one is similar.

This means my

son and my daughter.
Hor Gay is your tail, my grandson.

As to Bit 5 of mean in New. He who inherit my house after I am dead.

Hor Gay. 5500. My great-grandfather.

But 5500 is my great-grandfather.

- Epn. 1 accent.
Hor Gal et Châgye, my grandson

Hor Gal kék kék, Chief.

Also Tseé-kék kék, wife or principal chief.

But does not hesitate to identify this with Nan. was for a warrior.
"Y." In annotation refers to co-worker on Athapaean languages.

Robert W. Young, Harrington's
Her age at death, a slave.

by Gal. et à l'ê; my relation
does not mean my friend
But the lady's my friend
Hor Gal Tëxëgëm ërëllu
strangers, lit. different people
Hor Gal hantak ñaá
warrior.

This is the old word for
warrior, roughly ns.
The image contains handwritten text, but the content is not clearly legible. It appears to be a page of notes or calculations, possibly related to mathematics or engineering, given the presence of formulas and symbols. However, due to the handwriting style, it's challenging to transcribe accurately.